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Alumnae Jean Garton returns to
present co~troversial abortion lecture
Jean Garton, national president
)f Lutherans for Life, spoke on the

manipulative role of the language
used to form public opinion on the
abortion issue at a Wednesday
Forum. She based her talk on her
book, Who Broke the Baby? the
story of her personal journey from
abortion reform proponent to prolife worker.
A graduate of Ursinus College,
Mrs. Garton has also authored
Abortion Doublespeak, a slide and
cassette presentation; Language of
Illusion, and numerous magazine
and journal articles. Mrs. Garton is
chairwoman of the President's
Commission on Women, and in

1985 she was chosen as Churchwoman of the Year by Religious
Heritage of America.
Although her talk was nominally
on the manipulative use of language
by Pro Choice advocates (those
favoring the position that women
have a right to choose abortion as
an alternative to pregnancy), Ms.
Garton based much of her argument
on traditional religious grounds.
The process of abortion, Ms. Garton
maintained, is "destroying life,"
and that is "not Christian." Repeatedly, she claimed that the reason
no woman has a "right" to abort a
pregnancy is that "only God has a
right" to make such a decision.

"When everything fails, you go
back to Scripture," she asserted.
She also placed great weight on
an analogy she drew comparing
the fetus in utero, which she claimed
Pro Choice advocates call a "nonperson," with other "groups" that
have been called "nonpersons":
Indians, Blacks, and Jews. Since
those groups were debased by such
branding, fetuses are similarly being
debased.
A brief question and answer
period followed the lecture, which
wasaugmentedbypicturesoffetuses
and other visual aids.

Editor's Note: The following was submitted by A.M. Salas, Andrea Power, Lora
Hart, Kathleen Kronhert, Joyce Lionarons, Collette Hall, Ann-Christine Koehler,
P. Schroeder, and Maria D' Arcangelo
This Wednesday, Jean Garton,
the national president of Lutherans
for Life, ga ve a Foru m presentation
entitled "Language of Illusion."
The Fall Forum Program advertised
her presentation as a discussion" ..
. on the manipulative role of the
language used to form public opinion
on the abortion issue." It was, in
truth, an example of that manipuJative role.
Ms. Garton, whose discussion
and visual-aid show was designed
to reveal what she considers to be
Oaws in the "clinical" logic of
tothe

opposite extreme. Her points were
made at an extremely emotional
level, often to the abandonment of
logic. She assumed that her definition
of what constitutes human life,
conception, is the sole and correct
definition. She also prefaced several
points with the words "Christians
believe ...", which implied that
anyone who didn't hold her views
was not a Christian, regardless of
that person's religion. That is manipulative.
Another flaw in Garton's presentation was her attempt to draw a
between
some-

The "Fabulous Greaseband" is coming in just eight days for their
one's right to choose to have an fourth appearance at Ursinus. They'll be rocking Helfferich Hall on
abortion, and supporting Nazi Saturday, Nov. 22 beginning at 9:30 P.M. until 1:30 A.M. Doors
genocide. There is simply no rational open at 8:30. Students and faculty-get your tickets now for $ 4 in the
correlation, but Garton stated quite ....~U;.:;n::.:io~n:.:..Aa~m=e~ro;;:;o~m:.:.;.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....J
clearly that, in her mind, the support
of choice was equal to the support
of Nazism .
She followed that leap of logic
with the assumption that, because
the incidence of reported child
abuse has risen in the years following
the legalization of abortion, the
At its regular fall meeting on after this increase will continue to
rise must be the result of that
October 24, 1986, the Ursinus be lower than at academically
legalization. Anyone with a rudiCollege Board of Directors ap- selective, independent liberal arts
proved an early retirement option colleges of comparable quality in
See Abortion P3
and set new charges for the 1987- Pennsylvania.
88 academic year for tuition, room
Richter said that he will recomand board.
mend to the board a sizable increase
Senior faculty and staff members in financial aid expenditures to
captured third. The medal was
who meet a set of requirements for soften the effect of the increase on
especially sweet for Gwen as it had
age and service have an opportunity students who qualify for financial
a task of revenge. Teufel had edged
until February 28,1987, to decide aid.
her out in a tactical sprint the week
whether or not to take an early
Richter also said, "In 1987-88,
before at Moravian.
retirement with the incentive of a Ursin us will take another large
Sue Haux churned out yet
lump-sum payment. The admini- step in solidifying its position as
another outstanding effort, grabbing
stration will communicate with the best liberal arts college in our
sixth in the 124 women field with
faculty and staff members in greater area that serves students primarily
a time of 19:24. Sue, although
detail on this action.
from the mid-Atlantic region. With
perhaps running in fellow freshman
The board decided on a $1,000 the action of the board, expendiGwen's shadow, has broken three
increase in the total price of tuition, tures greater than this year's to
course records this season, only
room and board for the 1987-88 further strengthen the academic
her second of competitive running.
academic year. Tuition will be program and the support system
Sophomore Kristen Volk con$8,150-up from $7,250-and room will be possible. Even with this
tinued her quiet consistency taking
and board will be $3,400--up from ,increase, Ursinus is still a 'best
16th in 20: 11. Freshmen Mary
$3,300. The $ 100 activities fee buy.'
MacDonald (23rd in 20:32) and
will not increase.
.
In his annual report to th~ Board,
Dorothy O'Malley (28th in 20:40)
In recommending the new Richter spoke of the success of
both overcame Messiah opponents
charges, President Richard P. Pallerns fOr/he Future: [he CamMACP3
Richter said that prices at Ursinus
See Board P3

Women Finish 2nd in MA C Cross-Country
Placing all five scoring runners
in the top 30, the Ursinus women
I secured second place at the MAC
____ cross-country chamionship held last
Saturday in Gettysburg. In its
second season the women's team,
represented by five freshmen and
two sophomores, sent an ominous
signal to the other 19 teams that
they are a force to be reckoned
with in the coming years.
Freshman Gwen O'Donohue
led the charge at Gettysburg with a
silver medal and finishing in second
place. Only All-American senior,
Amanda Shaw of F&M, could
beat Gwen's time of 18:45 by
plowing through the drenched
course in 18:26. 1985 NCAA
ualifier, Messiah's Kell

Fall Board Meeting convenes
with retirement plan and
$1000 tuition increase
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Letters... Our Faithful Mailbag
Senior Editor ............................... Joseph F. Pirro
Editor ...... .'. . .. . ........................... Greg Fraser
News Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Liz Young
Layout Editor ........................... Maryann Antenucci
Photo Editor ................................ Kathy Krohnert
Entertainment Editor . . . . .. ~UAI ~~ • • • • .. • • • • • • •• Ri~a WalIace
~
1111 Theurer
Sports Editor
i ......... Vi~ce Leskusky
Asst. Sports Editor .... ~ 1\41
Sports Photographer .... : ~. ........... Tlff~ny W ~od
BUSi.less Manager. . . . . . . . .
. ............ Mano J. Spma
Circulation Manager ...... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Michael O'Malley
Layout Artist ................. , •.............. Tracy Patches
Typesetter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maria D' Arcangelo
Typesetter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Peter Perreten
Faculty Advisor . .............................. J. L Cobbs
The Grizzly was founded in 1978, replacing the previous campus
newspaper, The Ursinus Weekly. It is published by students twelve
weeks each semester. The Grizzly is edited entirely by students and
views expressed in the paper are not necessarily those held oy the
administration, faculty, or a consensus of the student body. The staff of
The Grizzly invites opinions from the colIege community and will
publish ~hem as time and space permit.

..........aJ . . . . . . .

Editorial: Floodgates
should fly open for
Greaseband Experiment
The stage has been set--almost. But the long, boring wait
should prove refreshing and bold when the Greaseband
fills Helfferrich Hall with their rendition of standard 1950's60's rock and roll next Saturday, November 22.
Ursinus is touting this concert, the first major promotion
in four years, as an experiment and as a second coming. Last
time, Robert Hazard and the Hooters in 1982, the problem
was that too many people came--too many off-campus
people. After numerous hassles from local high schoolers
at the '82 show, college administration unofficially, without
much publicity, shunned the idea of ever having another
large concert.
Four years later, we are ready to relaunch this experiment.
A bit different from Henry Thoreau's experiment in simple
living on Walden Pond. There's money involved--a $5
admfssion ticket--and I'm sure there will be those hassles in
a gym which hopefully won't be as barren a~ Walden.
Tickets are on sale in the College Union gameroom and
sponsors I.F.C and CA.8'. are expecting great results.
It's good. It's liberal. It's invigorating and collegiate to
host concert supershows. So why has Ursinus been
vehemently opposed to such hospitality? Why is it that
when outsiders (high school students and visitors) become
involved, the college wants to dose the iront gates. The
policy specifying the registering of guests is archaic and
rightfully disregarded. If more of these "outsiders" were
encouraged to experience Ursinus, perhaps a good word
would spread--not only about academics, but about the
social programs and entertainment which is provided for
the campus, not secluded for Ursinites and a few "registered" visitors. Do we require registry lists for Meistersingers concerts? No, so let's be equal across the board.
Considering Ursin us' "academic toughness", as a student
I'm always asked, Do you ever have fun or mix socially
there? And the answer is yes and we should be proud to
respond as much as honored to invite any and all to partake
of this school's college life. We have to face society sooner
or later and the Greaseband's appearance is a fine opportunity, and hopefully the start of a string of bands to take
the stage as students take a stand.
J.F.P.

Still the same
after all these years
Dear Editor.
Last night after the comic books,
I pickcd lip the Oct. 10 issue of the
Grizz/)'. I want to tell you I feel real
sad f~r ,orne of you lads and
lassies. You are right--things haven't
changed in the attitudes of the
administration, the board of directors, and the faculty in many
years. Fifty some years ago, when
we tried to exercise our rights, they
tried to keep us from making
jackasses of ourselves. They really
bugged us.
In a crowded dorm, which should
have been torn down, 15 people
used one bathroom and we were
supposed to be considerate and
assume responsibility. Imagine!
I can believe how much fear
and paranoia some folks felt when
probably all they did was disregard
the rules and regulations in connection with a frat party. After all,
what does society need with rules
and regulations and people with
responsibility? Those brothers were
merely trying to exercise their rights
and have ome fun.
Are thcy still after you for littering
the campu ? The powers-that-be
never did realize that the wind
would eventually blow away all
that debris.
On v.eckcnd v.e \\cren't a
rewicted. but all we had v. ere
dances in the Rec. Hall. playing
vollevball. tennis. and other sports.
occa~lOnal trolley ride~ to Norri~
to\\ n. poker. bridge and card ga meso
a chance to catch up on ne\\spapers
and do !>omc unassigned rcading.
dating. picnics and e\en radio
listening. The administration even
expccted u~ to use our imaginations
and pro\ ide some entertainment
for oursel\cs--what a bore! I'm
real happy that you can get a way
from campus. Let's admit that
being entertained is much more
fun than entertaining ourselves.
That was some editorial! I've
heard it said that some old timers
go to Homecoming to see old
friends. talk with professors and
even thank them for preparing
them well for their professions. to
admire the wonderful changes
taking pla'ce in buildings and athletic
fields and to introduce their children
and grandchildren to the Ursinus
they loved. Pure mush!
Those do-gooder alumni who
work hard to give scholarships
don't care what you do--thcy just
don't give a darn. I ask myself why
did we choose Ursinus in the first
place? Boy were we dummies.
Maybe we'd ha\e bcen more

appreciated on another campus.
bed knowing thU I've made lhe
Since I've told you about some world a better place in which 10
of my gripes I'm going to pour live.
some oil in the lamps. gather some
Sincerely,
more straw for my pallet and go to
Grandma Moses '3

Butting:
A practice that deserves a kick in the pants
Dear Editor.
There is a problem in the cafeteria
that we all have to deal withpeople "butting" in line. We of the
Dining Hall Committee have been
approached on numerous occasions
and asked if we can somehow put
an end to this problem. But the
solution to the problem must start
first with the students. It is not only
unfair to others when you butt in
line. but RUDE.

No one likes to be pushed fanlle!
back in line. You don't. but when
you butt, you push others bad.
The lines would not take nearly II
long iffifty extra people would nO!
cut in the front. "But what can I
do." you say. '"I don't butt. bUI
others butt in front of me." Well.
just say no. It's the big lie.
Sincerel).
The Dining Hall Committee

Self-Discipline:
Without it, what have you got?
Dear A.M. Salas,
You quoted these lines from
Pope in your Oct. 31 Private Eye.
True ease in writing
comes from art, not chance,
As those move easiest
who have learned to dance.
Had I allowed myself to be
intimidated by this quote, I never
would have sat down with pen and
paper and attempted a response to
your questions. I'm sure that in the

course of writing this I will make
more than one mistake, and that if
I showed it to one of the English
professors at Ursinus, he or sbe
could have made more than one
suggestion regarding style, expression, etc. I think what is important.
however, is not only did I try to
write something, but I also attempced to write that something
See Letters P3

Frankly Speaking
CL~$
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•
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Abortion:-----------Board:------mentary knowledge oflogic knows
that to argue "after this. therefore
because of this" is to argue fallaciously. This point eluded Ms.
Garton, and when a student pointed
it out, during the question and
answer period, she side-stepped
the issue. When that same student
approached her after the presentation, she turned away. She was
not dealing in logic, but in manipulation.
Ms. Garton's entire presentation
was one-dimensional. A bias on
her part was to be expected, of
course, and that is not to be con-

demned. However, she spoke in
such abstract terms about the multitude of very real reasons for
abortions (physical, psychological
and financial) that she diminished
them. She trivialized these reasons,
and placed the rights of the fetus at
a higher plane than those of the
expectant family. She never mentioned women in her presentation.
She also chose the most extreme
examples of the possible negative
outcomes of abortion and presented
them as the only ones.
Ms. Garton was guilty of the
very same flaw she claims to see in
the pro-abortion arguments: she

ICAMPUS MEMOI
With the gift certificates given
to me on Founders' Day by faculty
members in recognition of my ten
years in office, I bought a bunch of
good things at Barnes & Noble: (a)
digital recordings (Ein Deutsches
Requiem Op. 45, by Brahms; Te
Deum, by Anton Bruckner;
Horowitz in Moscow; Mozart's
Sonatas for Piano and Violin with
Itzhak Perlman and Daniel
Barenboim; Greatest Hits of 1720,
including pieces by Pachelbel,
Mouret, Albinoni, Bach, Handel,
Campra, and Corelli), (b) tape
recordings (Bach's Complete
Brandenburg Concertos, by the
Philomusica of London; Bach's
Mass in B Minor,- by the Munich
Bach Choir and Orchestra under,
you guessed it, Karl Richter; highlights of Handel's Messiah, with
soprano Judith Blegen and with

John Weaver on organ, the same
artist who will play the Heefner
Memorial Organ at Ursinus on
November 19; Luciano Pavarotti
singing Christmas pieces with the
National Philharmonic Orchestra-one of Margot's favorites), (c) and
two books (James P. Carse, Finite
and Infinite Games: A Vision of
Life as Play and Possibility; Saul
Bellow, To Jerusalem and Back: A
Personal Account).
The gift was a total surprise and
one that means very_much to me.
The music and the books over and
over will renew my feeling of
gratitude to thoughtful faculty colleagues.

14;.,/~
President

ATlENTlON SlVDENTS•••
.10" &perience to COMpleMent "our Education
If you are seeking part·time. full·time or live· in employ·
ment in the human services field, PAl invites you to begin
your professional career working with people who have a
mental or physical handicap and need YOU.
PAl OFFERS YOU:
• training and continuing
education
~ challenging, rewarding
experience
• flexible schedule-full.
time, part.time, live· in
• professional career ad·
vancement opportunities
• a chance to share yourself
with others
• excellent fringe benefits

PAl WANTS:
• people who are caring and
enthusiastic
• people who can use their
education or life ex·
perience to build a career
• people who respect the
rights of others with
disabilities

PAl WANTS YOU •••
If you want professional growth while you share your life
with those who need you most.
GaIn the valuable experience PAl can give you by calling
(215) 822.6417 for your application or by sending your
resume to:

was manipulative. She abandoned
logic and data in favor of emotion.
She referred to people in favor of
abortion as "abortion proponents,;'
and to herself as "pro-life." If that
isn't manipulative, what is? Implicit
in the label she has chosen for
herself is the notion that if you
don't agree with her, you must be
"pro-death."
Overall, the Forum was incredibly
biased, but educational. The audience
was able to see and feel the "manipulative role of the language used to
form public opinion." Ms. Garton
was doing the manipulating.

MAC:
whom had edged them the week
earlier to drop the Messiah team to
third. The effort was not quite
enough to catch 1985 NCAA'
National Champion F&M whom,
with 53 points beat U rsinus by 18.
Sophomores' Judy Spangler and
Diann O'Toole completed Ursinus
finishers, 61st (22:02) and 77th
(22:44) respectively.
Tomorrow the women will shoot
for the NCAA Championship meet,
competing in the Mideast Regional
Meet at Allentown College. The
top three teams and top seven
individuals (not in those three
teams) will advance to Fredonia.

paign for Ursin us: By the end of
the 1985-86 fiscal year, the campaign went past the half way mark
toward the $20 million goal.
William F. Heefner, Esq., '42,
chairman of the campaign and
vice president of the board, reported
that, as of October 17, the total
paid or pledged was $12.7 million.
In other action, the board elected
Robert Hartman, '54, to an initial
five-year term as a member of the
board. Hartman is a management
consultant with the R. J. Carroll
Company. He has long been active
in the alumni affairs of the college
and currently heads the Annual
Fund component of the Campaign
forUrsi~ _

The board also approved the

audit report of the 1985-86 fiscal
year. The college expended $14.2
million for operations and ended
the year without a deficit, as it has
for many years. The endowment
in book value stood at $23 million
at the end of the fiscal year.
Board action also approved a
feasibility study of 624 Main Street
and 716 Main Street buildings.
The study will determine whether
renovations ofthe buildings would
be justified.
In addition, members approved
the start of a planning process for a
foundation proposal for a new
academic building in the future
and accepted a library copyright
polir~·.

Renowned Organist to Give Concert
John Weaver, internationallyknown organist, will give a dedicatory concert on the newly installed
Heefner Memorial Organ at Ursinus
College. The concert will take
place on Wednesday, November
19, at 8:00 p.m. in Bomberger
•
Auditorium.
John Weaver has been director
of music at the Madison A venue
Presbyterian Church in New York
City since 1970, and Head of the
Organ Department at the Curtis

Institute of Music in Philadelphia
since 1972. Following undergraduate study at Curtis Institute, Mr.
Weaver earned a master of sacred
music degree from Union Theological Seminary. He has played
concerts throughout the USA,
Canada and Germany, and has
been guest soloist on national television and radio network programs
here and in Germany. He has
written numerous articles for organ
See Weaver P9

LETTERS CONT. FROM PAGE 2===
be better, and it won't be easy until
you are better. Perhaps I've oversimplified things, and I must admit
that I've yet to read his "Essay on
Criticism" in its entirety, but I
think I've learned some things
about myself in writing this, and I
hope in some way I've improved
my writing skills. It often does
good to go "back to the basics,"
especially in writing. I can't be
sure, either, about everyone at
Ursinus and how disciplined we all
are, but I think it's safe to say
there's more than one or two
examples out there. We all practice
some form of self-discipline, but
it's a good idea to remind people
once in a while that you can't be
static: you need to consciously
strive for it. You must remember
your goal; you must maintain your
self-discipline; and you must remember the basics. After reading
Collegeville Shopping Center
that quote, I'd add one thought:
489 - 4003
remember it won't be easy until
you actually attain your goal ...
Mon. thru Sat.
Special Discounts
and try not to let that discourage
11 - 10
to ALL College
.' you!
Sunday 11 - 8
Personal II Studentsl :
Sincerely,
Beth Long
~.,

"correctly." I don't believe it is
possible to learn everything there
is to know about good writing on a
strictly theoretical or intellectual '
level; we need the concrete examples of someone else's writing-good and bad--and then the positive
and negative feedback regarding
our own efferts, that feedback
coming from people at the same
level of skill as well as from people
who have learned more.
If you and I sat down together,
we could more than likely create
quite a long list where the timehonoured "practice makes perfect"
is more than just a cliche. Each
time I put thoughts on paper,

whether I'm writing a paper, a
letter, or a poem, I am, in essence,
practicing. But it's very easy to
forget to try and write better each
time. Practice does require discipline, and if you discipline yourself,
there's probably a desire there as
well--a desire to improve, to learn,
and to come closer to perfection
that the last time. In your article,
you said, "Self-discipline is necessary before you can do anything
well." Yes, self-discipline is basic:
without it, what have you got?
I think in those lines Pope was
saying that it's only easy to write
when you've learned how--in other
words, you've got to keep trying to

............................................. ,

.......................................•.. •
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Pro Theatre Stages Three More Gems
By ANNE WOODWORTH

For The Grizzly
Recently Ursinus College students, faculty , and community
members were privileged to attend
the Pro Theatre Production forum
on November 6-8 for a night of
one-act plays. Dr. Joyce Henry
directed two of the three productions and explained her reasons for
this fall's selection. Two of the
plays, "Overtones" by Alice
Gerstenberg and "Approaching
Lavender," written by Julie Beckett

.. ~;,:;. ,
~

Stacie Ginsberg, Gillian Murray,
and Matt Bea/:le

implementation of a Communication Arts degree at Ursinus, it is
hoped that a stronger drama program will result. Students of any
career field are encouraged to try
out for Ursinus productions, which
is a slightly unusual stance for a
college level drama department to
take. Although most actors and
actresses this fall are part of the Pro
Theatre Workshop, other participants previously had no idea the
Ritter Center housed the theatre.

Crutcher, were chosen for their
high comedy and style and because
Dr. Henry thinks it is important to
explore the scope of women playwrites. The third one-act, a hit
every single night, was "Present
Tense", written by eighteen-yearold John McNamara. Its humorous
look at high school love, was a
subject to which everyone in the
audience reacted. It is quite a
remarkable feat for one so young
Jennifer Wertz and Frank Everett
to appeal so universally.
. interesting to note that as t he t heatre program IS
. strengthIt IS
. student Donnalee Sorenson ene d an d b roa d ene d .
Ursmus
~
'1' WI'th 0 r.
.
. Lavender."
F or t hose un,amllar
directed
"Approachmg
.
This is the direction in which Dr. Henry, her rich dramatic career
Dr. Joyce Henry receives a rose Henry would like to see the theatre has stemmed in all directions: from
from the cast.
program headed. With the current theatre management and multiple

~

Daily Specials

A LE
OUSE

~I

Major credit cards accepted

328-0909

s.n"O?~':lpUt422

PRIME RIB $
.DillER

I
~

7 95

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTI

Served daily from 4 P.M.

OPEN SUNDAY 4-9 P.M.

Saratoga Exit
Of Route 422
(Ridge Pike)

Mon.
Monday

time and Dr. Henry felt inspired to
choose a co-relating production. It
will be exciting to watch the further
development of the theatre program
at Ursinus. Dr. Joyce Henry is a
real credit to the school with her
hard work and devotion to the
theatre. If this semester's outstanding performances are any indication,
the theatrical future of Ursinus
glows brightly.

Joy Schindler
roles to a period of light opera, and
even a television role for years in
Milwaukee. Dr. Henry has supplied
about thirty productions in past
years at Ursinus College, showing
a favoritism towards Shakespearan
plays. She refuses to rank her best
productions because she always
likes the plays that are being performed at the time. The Spring
production for 1987 has not been
finalized yet, but fall 1987 has
Scott Doughty
been reserved for an 18th Century
script written by a woman, a rarity - The Grizzly names Doughty
the
for that period. Dr. Perreten w i l
l , outstanding
. actor
. of this
.
fall s productIOn. ~IS ,I?ortrayl
be conductmg a symposium for of Norm Prescott In Present
the 18th Century Society at that Tense" was simply superb.

Tues.
\Jrsinus 1.0. Night

F:r:~1

D · k

Special

rln s
1h Price

Hotdogs 25¢
Mugs 50¢

Thurs.

.Ladies
Night
Drinks
1h Price

Friday

~

~

Wed.
D.J.
9:30 - 1:30

Hawaiian
Shirt Gonzo

n
U

n
~
U

I
I

iL~~~ ~~O~:ICI===allC::=:NI~I===cI===cI"I==:MIIICI==HI~-===c~.c::::::::..I===cIICI===IIC.I
Island ·Drinks!

U

~he
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Roving reporter:

Dennis Q-uinn
Sophomore
P.E.lHuman Performance.
Stationary bear paws so that the
poor freshmen don't get lost on
their tour.

Considering Myrin Library
is set to undergo $500,000.
in renovations, what ' does
the libr
need most?

******************

i*;.* "********"""*- '*i**
~;

Kathy Brady
Freshman
Psychology
A computerized system for the card
catalog.

~ dairy sandwiches~
: made to order. :
: Party trays and :
: 2 foot hoagies. :

:
..

*
*
*:

Cyndy Rand
Senior
Engtlsh
Hot tubs, reclining chairs, and
other creature comforts_

Rick Levine
Junior
Biology/Education minor
Playboy bunnies behind the cir.:ulation desk!

Compiled by C-bristine White

i

**
- ', :***
~ Fresh deli and

:
:
• ..
: :

Friendly and
attentive
service.

*
'*
Phone ahead
a**
489 -1777
Stop in and see us! :
Nowopenjrom6a.m. *

II;

Howard B. Hunsicker, Jr.

;·Ia~·.
" TOW~~~AH
MAIN ST .• COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426
PHONE: 215-489-6600 • 215-33J-3181

~__
331

c,~,~~~

=,.==.•*..*. *. =..=.

. *. *..*..=f'=..*..=,.=..*..*. .•

,:t~:.
••
*.,~
~
~1~"········..···,····,,···u.•..•,.•.• ,...., ..............." .......... ,.•.• ,.............. ,.•." ..... '~(r.:

W
: :

~

~Jt~
~Jt~

W
~Jt~
~Jt~

.~J'~•

~n~
• •
~n~

SUSAN MILLER

MARK GREEN

Take Us Home for the Hotldays Thanksgiving
Mints starting a $5 / lb.

rE OLIE #lEET IHOPPE
HAND DIPPED CHOCOLATES, FUDGE.
SUGAR AND SALT FREE CANDIES.
GIFTS AND HANDMADE ITEMS

478 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE. PA. 19426

PHONE
(215) 489-2454

W

:..:

W
~Jt::
~Jt::

~

~Jt5
~Jt~
~."••~
n

~,,~
~n~

.n.

lit
...:::. ..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:..:;:":;:..~
~.....,t.•." .•.••.•., •.•." .•.••.•.••.•.••.•., ....., ....." ....t,.•., ...... ,.•.••.•.••.•.••.•.••.•.• ,~...."

l

Bob Russell
- 1 a.m. for your
Senior:
~ convenience.:
Biology:
Better resources, because they need • *¥•••••••••••••• ~..
more up-to-date material.
:

Photos by Tricia Curry
................................................................................••.........
,.
~

:

BE APART OF MANAGEMENT
YOUR FIRST DAY ON THE JOB.
Where you go with the career you choose
often depends on where you start. As a Naval
officer, you're already starting halfway up
the ladder right from day one.
Maybe you don 't think of the Navy as a
company, yet If'you had a list of every kind of
leadershIp position , you'd find a comparable
occupation for a Naval officer.
Executive. managerial, professional.
scientific or technical. today's Navy is bIg
business. Sophisticated technical and management training develops experience and
responsibility you'll use the rest of your life.

Naval officers earn solid starting sala ries
wIth additional allowances adding more to
their income. and benefits like free medical
and dental ca(e. aod thIrty days' paid
vacatIOn each year
Minimum 'qualificatlons require that you
must not have reached your 29th birthday
by cOf1lmissioning. you mu t have a BA or
BSdegl'ee, you must be a U.S. citizen and
you must qualify for security clearance. For
further information, call Navy Management
Programs: 215-568-2042 . Make your first
job a real move up in the world.

(SPACE FOR CAMPUS VISIT INFORMATION)

NAVY OFFICERS GO RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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-ROAD SERVICE

FIRESTONe'
TIRES

A French Professor Named
Assistant Academic Dean

SCHRADER'S AMOCO
460 MAIN ST
:)LLEGEVILLE. PA

STATE
INS PECTION

489 -9987

Telephone: 489-4946

Collegeville, Po.

1";jJ*-

\~)(~~~.l MARZELLA'S PIZZA
,:. ,~\

I/.=: \;'it'

(.

5th Avenue and Main Street

,.,:?;~~.- STEAKS - ZEPS - STROMBOLI
..,
\ :-_I'J -.
(. Tue. - Wed. - Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
Sunday
--:. ~

·n :00 - 11 :00

12:00 - 11 :00

Monday Evenings

3:00 - 10:00

.....-:;::~ 10% Discount

~

489-7842

IDA'S
Beauty Salon

M't

45~ ~ain EStreet
Collegeville, PA 19426

Profile: Annette Lucas

Tues . - Wed. 9 to 5
Thurs. - Fri. 9 to 9
Saturday 8:30 to 3'30

__:=::::::::::::::::::::::===::::::::::::::::::::::::=-_...

Don't compete with
a Kaplan studentbe one.
Why? Consider this: More students
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anything else.
VJfro{? Kaplan's test-taking techniques
and educational programs have 50 years
of experience behind them. We know
students. And we know what helps boost
their confidence and scoring potential.
So if you need preparation for the: LSAT,
GMAt MCAT, GRE, OAT, ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS,TOEFL, NURSING

B\ CINDY NITSCHMANN

For the Gri=zly
Dr. Annette Luca~. A~~ociate
Profe~ ,or of French. was named
A~~I ' ilt Academic Dean of the
colleg.: before the fall seme~ter
began . Dr. Lucas has been an
Ursinus faculty member since 1967
and the chairperson of the Modern
Language Department since 1979.
After receiving her ma~ter\ degree
from Ne\\ York Uni\er~it). ,be
taught here full tim e \\ hile completing her Ph.D. at Bryn Ma\\r
College. According to Lucas. the
three-yea r ap pointment as Assistant
Dean \\a~ a ple::~:1nt ~ urpri se.
Dean Luca . . is JUSt beginning to
realii'e all of the responsibilities
im ohed \,ith being an assistant
dean at a college like Ursinus. Her
main responsibil ity invohe~ counseling students about academic
problems. If . . he can not resolve the
problem herself. she will send the
student to someone clse.
Lucas abo senes on a se ries of
com mittees and organi zes va rio us
college fu nctions: e.g. the Founders'
Day celebra tion and graduation.
She is also a source of information
on leaves of absence. studying
abroad and clarification of collegc
policy .
While trying to maintain these
responsibilities. Lucas continues to
teach two upper level French courses.
Thu~ far. her new position has not
interferred with teaching. but she's
certain that is a possibility. Being
an administrator. teacher. wife and
mother dictate . . a long. tiresome
day for the ne\\ Dean.

546 3317
635 / 3116

,\oman administrator. co .'
the national trend limiting \\
in adminiqrating positions.
Lucas is \\ orking on
familiar \\ ith hcr ne\\ surrou
and responsibilities before ini
any changes or imprO\emcnt~.
If Lucas can be halfas

Red & Gold Days reflect
well on Ursinus life

BY KRISTEN RINNANDER
Of The Grizzly
Another Ursinus Red and Gold
Day has just zoomed by. But not to
worry--another one is approaching
BOARDS, NTE, CPA, INTRO. TO LlWJ,
December 4 & 5.
The purpose of Red and Gold
SPEED READING, or others. call us.
Days is to let prospective students
Why be at a disadvantage?
experience campus life and get
acquainted with how the Ursinus
clock ticks. Thus far these days
have been very helpful in recruiting
new freshman to the Ursinus gang.
STANLEY H. KAPlAN EDUCATIONAL aN~ IJD.
The admissions office sends
invitations to high school students
that have shown a special interest
~
in Ursinus. They try to have an
average of 50 students in each
program. This fall, Ursinus will
have sponsored three Red and
Gold Days. The prospective stu...- - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..1 dents have the option to stay over

I KAPLAN

But Luca~ ha . . a vcry po. . itive.
opti mistlc attitude. The job .... ill
gi\e her a chance to determine
whether or not the administrating
aspect of education is for her. The
position had a certain appeal for
Lucas. she said learning . omething
ne\\ and also taking a risk are
necessa ry for advancement and
gro\\th.
Dean Lucas is realillng that her
first lo\c i. . teaching anu that i. .
,,,here shc'lI probabl~ return after

night if they choose. They also
recei ve a schedule that is designed
especially for them. The schedule
includes classes in their intended
major, a meeting with faculty
advisors, and a student panel
presentation.
The admissions office then sends
out a follow-up survey asking how
the students enjoyed their stay at
Ursinus. For the most part all of
the surveys are favorable. The Red
and Gold Day students had some
interesting comments about Ursinus. One student said that she.enjoyed talking to the individual
students; they enriched her desire
to attend Ursinus. Another participant was concerned about the
alcohol policy; she doesn't drink
and she was exposed to quite a bit

ot alcohol durning her stay here.
One high school student w~ afraid
that he wouldn't fit in with Ibe
college students. After his visit be
commented, being treated as one
of the guys was probably tbe
biggest highlight of Red and Gold
Days. The brochures properly pertrayed life and the friendly atm..
phere of Ursin us said another Patticipant.
Red and Gold Days are probdlJ
the best way for prospective Ursillll
studen~ to get a feel for the coU.
and coltege life. Almost every SlJvey expressed that there waJ\'
'warm and friendly air at Ursin
Let's wo,-k hard to make 0
her's R~ and Gold Day as m
of a sUcdess as we have made
others.
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Men's cross-country runs through muddy course to place 4th in MAC's
By DEAN LENT

For The Grizzly
On Saturday, November 8, 1986,
ploughing through a flat, muddy
course in Gettysburg, PA, Ursinus
College brought itself back into the
highest echelon of MAC CrossCountry powers. After a one year
hiatus, the men's cross-country team
reassumed its traditional seat of
power in a return to the top Five.
Except for last year, the men have
placed no worse than 4th in the

race since 1977, making them the
most successful team of the last 10
years.
Running three seniors and four
freshmen, the team finished fourth
with a total of 128 points. Only
team champion Haverford (48 pts.),
Gettysburg (103) and Messiah
(124) scored better, as the Pack
ran over twenty teams.
The conditions of Gettysburg
Country Club were, at best, sloppy.
A steady downpour on the pre-

ceeding day turned the all grass
course to a mucky marsh. The fog
rolling off the nearby battlefields
should have sufficient warning that
the spectre of the Ursinus men's
team, left for dead after last year,
was to rise again.
Nervousness and inexperience
were to provide bigger obstacles
for the men then the mUd. Under
the leadership oftri-captains Mike
Griffin, Dean on' Dale Lent, the
men were oCfto future greatness at

the crack of the gun.
Like Griffin, a 5th place finisher
in 1984 and an NCAA qualifier
that same year,jumped to the front
of the race after about 400 yards.
He established a 5:05 pace which
only Messiah's Shylock Nglouv
could meet. Running shoulder to
shoulder throughout the entire race,
Shylock displayed an incredible
burst of speed the last 100 yards to
claim the race. The second place
finish, in 25:35 time, was his 7th

medal of the year.
The task of taking Mike's finish
to its full advantage lay in the
hands of the remaining six. Astonishingly, the freshmen recognized
this and responded accordingly,
taking the next 3 finishes for
Ursinus. Rob Hacker and Walt
Neibauer placed 23rd (26:56) and
24th (26:58) respectively.
Rob continued his consistency,
See MAC's P8
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Life into a Long
Sleeping Lady Hoop Program

Brown Hangs Head Now,
But Young Passing
Attack Sparkles
'BY JOSEPH F. PIRRO
Grizzly Senior Editor
Carthage wasn't conquered in a
day, and for the 1986 Ursinus
Grizzlies, eight weeks hasn't pro~en
enough time to storm the Bastille
of tbe Centennial Football either.
But hats off to the quarterbacks
and receivers, who have sparkled
all season and offer a growing
glimmer of hope for the future.
At the close of the statistical
week, Ursinus (2-5-1) lead the
CFC in passing offense, averaging
186.6 yards a game. U.c. quarterbackS have passed successfully on
51.6 percent of their conference
leading 201 tosses.
Bear head coach, Sterling Brown,
has relied on tbe arm of sophomore
quarterback, Cliff Repetti, the way

a Boeing 747 depends on its wings.
Repetti, who never took a varsity
snap before this year, leads the
CFC in individual total offense,
having thrown for 1,440 yards and
8 touchdowns. By making good on
103 of his 195 attempts, he also
owns the highest completion percentage in the conference (52.8%)
and has amassed an average of 176
yards a game.
Repetti needs just 143 more
passing yards to break the Ursinus
season record set by Craig Walck
in 1980.
In the pa$t five weeks, New
Jersey's Sayreville High graduate
has piled up 226 passing yards
against Swarthmore, 327 against
See Pass PJO

By BRIDGET ALGEO
For Tire Grizzly
The Ursinll~ Women's Basketball
tea III \\ ill he sporting a ne", look
this year. Though the Lady Grizzlies
have not lost a ~ingle player to
graduation. they have gained 2
new coaches. head coach Lisa
Ortlip-Cornish and her assistant .
Sheila Johnson . Ortlip-Cornish. a
graduate of Norristown High
School. who later went on to star
for the Villanova Wildcats. had
replaced former head coach John
Stra\\oet.
Under the new program, the
Bears hope to improve upon their
8-13 record of last season. OrtlipCorni~h i shooting for a .500
record or better, which. she said is
very possible provided the team
remains healthy and injury-free.
Returning to this year's squad
are all 12 player~ uf last year's
rmter. Veterans Nancy Karkoska
and Ginny Migliore return in their
leadership roles for the team which
finished third in the Middle Atlantic
conference last year.
Karkoska heads a group of
smooth shooter~. including Laura
DeSimone. Judy Facciolini. and
Bobbie Sue Copley, while Migliore
leads the gutsy floor generals, which
include Kris Carr. Michelle Repko.
Kim Graf and recently rehabilitated
Barb Caffrey. Laura LeToukas,
Melissa French, and Bridget Algeo
are back to handle the work inside
the paint.
Four new additions have been

acquired to help the Lady Hears'
cause: Madeline Pitts. Ronni Algeo,
Heather Compton, and Lynn
Ashman . Madeline joins the group
of sweet shooters, Ronni joins the
pesty guards. and both Heather
and Lynn will contribute inside the
key.
At thi~ point. Ortlip-Cornish
and the Lady Bears are busy putting
their outfit together, with particular
concentration of pushing the fastbreak. Whether or not the Lady

Grizzli es are a hit remains to be
seen, beginning with their season
opener vs. Montclair State on
Friday, November 21st at 6:00
p.m.
W ednesda y night, the ladies had
an opportunity to prepare for their
upcoming season with a scrimmage
against Eastern. Ursinus came
through with an impressive 83-58
win. Laura Latukas was high scorer
with 20 points while Bridget Algeo
added 19 of her own.

Follo
mage
vs.
College, UrsinuS> women's basketball hopes to rebound from an 8-13
record last seasop. New coach and former Villanova scoring cbamp
Lisa Ortlip-Cor~ish is setting the floor plans.
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GRIZZLY BEAR SCOREBOARD
:1

Bear
Defense

Bear
Offense

let hit
CleDn WOTAen Ob)
Frank Henneuey
Chrh Brown (lb)

15
10

FIRST DOWNS

Run

PaS8

47

Opponents

55

79
67

Pen.

TOL,
133

130

",SC",caE=..!B~Y~Q~UAR~TER~
· S~~_~---,,~~_--.!.!TP
14
48

Ur.ioue
Opponents

34
28

31
50

56
76

23
25

o.ve Bodolu8 (dt)
Scott Wolpert (lb)
Chrh Blaae (fa)

12
13
6
5
2
6

~:~D En":~~1~1~f(~t)
:~!:D H~;~: ~~~
Ln"D.anlC!!!

CUff Repetti (qb)
RullS Perry (rb)

1,470
4)1
162

1,440

)0

o
o

4)1
67
1)9
4
67

Kevin Parker (qb)
Steve Clueck (rb)
Kevin Heehan (qb)
Pete Fulo (rb)

95

OIrhhlon 0.,
"""Jk.U,I. (ell)
lie." 'otlLo (d,)

h.Sc.ha1.

e.. )

r."'-n

(~II)

m-iD

o

o

RuuPerry(r:b)
StevtClueck(rb)
PetePaz1o(rb)
JOt Zirpolo (rb)

Avt.

2)

3.6
3.0

4)1
1)9

32

20
16

37

8

2.7
2.1

87
78

120
47

;. ... Loc:Uo.rt (,.a.)
..... 'lU''f7 (,~)
'UMlUott.o(U)
It..... IU. .d h~)
'-..h ..... (...,)
CUft ... ,.ttl (.~)

Ruas Perry ( rb)
Joe Cz.echowi(::z ( WT )
KevJnRo . . ( vr )
SttvtClueek(rb)
D&veClarkt(te)
John Hodge (vr)
Cary HeAneoty ( wr>
Franlr.Bilotta(te)

)6

2)

)6)

16
10

374

95
112

9

7
6

104

4

46

n

10.6
[5.8
23.4

9.5
12.4
14.9
12.2
11.5

Lonl

TO

GP

GS

FG-FGA

PeT

IT-PTA

PeT

Bridget
ALGEO •••••• 18

)6
)6
)0

26
2)

TbeM Pu.

5
3
21/2
1 112
11/2
1 112
1

Bob Enderlein Cdt)
Scot t Wolpert (lb)
Armen Derderian (dt)
Chris Lamplugh (lb)
John. SchmJd ( •• )

12

68-165

36.8

52-73

71.2

112

6.2

15

Bobbie Sue
COPLEY ••••• 19

14

65-187

34.8

63-82

76.8

104

5.5

LETUKAS .... 20

92

27
19
17
16
10
9
4
3

11
17

197
274

32
27

1
4

10
37

10
20
7

Urainu.
Opp.

)6

5)6
495

TD

AVI.

17.9
16. 1
10.0

9.)
7.0
7.0

:

27
)'

4.0

14.9
16.0

)7

55
79
18
31

29
17
" ..d)kJ.JpS. (d)

' .... d McA1,h (cit)
D. ... Lockhu, ( ,k )
Itll elIt,...(,.)

Bilotta t
Perry 6

Worgan
8

BorJolus
3

Repetti
17-34/233y

Ross, Perry

Fazio
8

Brown

5c/ 82, 48

Rrown,Lang
Bo~oluB 1

Perry
25c/110y

Repetti
28-47/327y

Pern
6r/188y/TO

Pe rry
12

Bodolus

12

Enderlein,
Worgan 1/2

GETTYSBURG

Repetti
12c/87y

Repetti
6-12/10Oy

Perry
3r/12y,

Repetti,
R.o ss 6

Odgers
12

BodoluB
4

VILLANOVA

Glueck
12c/19y

Repetti
20-34/325y

Perry
8r/96y

Czechowicz
Glueck 6

Worgan
15

Hennessey,
Brown 1. 5

MUHLENBERG

Perry
14c/40y

Repetti
15-33/282y

Ross/Czech
4r/138,6Oy

Lockhart
4 FG, 12

IIASH. & LEE

Perry
14c/85y

Meehan
11-221127y

Clarke,
Perry 4r

Fazio
9c/34y

J. HOPKINS

SIIARTHMORE

.

8

193

10.2

22

32

58

197

9.9

35

7.0

29-60

48.3

169

8.5

37.1

9-13

69 . 2

10

2.0

17

62-177

35.0

14-21

66 . 7

47

2.4

12

23

38

138

6.9

57-160

35.6

7-11

63.6

33

1.7

22

22

24

121

6.3

39-108

36.1

22-28

78.6

30

1.5

47

35

42

100

5.0

31-107

29.0

36-70

51.4

76

3.6

54

46

37

98

4.7

36-91

39.6

9-14

64.3

34

1.6

46

35

49

81

3.9

FACCIOLINI.18

23-86

26.7

2(}-26

76.9

57

3.2

19

8

16

66

3.7

Kim
GRAEFF •••••• 5

2-6

33.3

7-11

63.6

7

1.4

11

2.2

4-9

44.4

1- 2

50.0

7

1.4

9

1.8

68632.7
760 36.2

2992513791237
319 251 404 1334

63.S

CAFFREY • •••• 5

Laura
DeSIMONE ••• 20

FRENCH .•.•• • S
URSINUS
OPPONElITS

11

12

Bodo1u.
2 1/2

21
21

MAC's
Continued
From Page 7
and Walt ran another gutsy race to
produce these fine performances.
Vince Leskusky, his confidence
shaken by injury and successive
personal1y sub-par efforts answered
in the clutch, by finishing 30th in
27:07. Although freshmen, all three
ran like veterans in the human seas
of 163 runners to establish themselves in the MAC.
Senior Dale Lent who is a
veteran ran a decent, but not a
great, race, placing 49th in 27:42
to close Ursinus' scoring. Twin
brother Dean, enjoying his best
season ever, had nothing but disappointment in the meet. Foot
problems and lack of concentration
left Dean way back in 68th place
(28: 19). Both are looking forward
to tomorrow's Regional meet to
make amends and run their usual
races which would propel the team
to a date at the National Meet next
week at Fredonia.
Freshman John Melody, running
a sub-par race after two fine weeks,
ran a discouraging 28:20 to finish
behind Dean in 69th.
Responding to a challenge issued
. by both coaches, the men resurrected the legacy of Ursin us crosscountry and look to a future in
which MAC cross-country is dominated once again by Red and
Black.
The Pack is Back!
l

484-134436.0269-41065.6
542-1 326 40 . 9 245-417 58.8

58.9

SEASON LEADERS

Scoring; •••••••••• Bridget Algeo (10.4 pg)
Rebounding •••••••• Laura Letukas (8.5 pg)
Assists ••••••••••• Ginny Migliore (2.6 pg)
Stea1s •••••••••••• Ginny Migliore (2.2 pg)
Blocked Shots ••••• Laura Letukas (0.6 pg)
FG Shooting ••••••• Me1issa French (44.4 pet.)
Foul Shooting ••••• Kris Carr (78.6 pet.)

Dickinson Drowns Ursinus
Swil1ll1lers in Opener

Brown 2

Wolpert, Hennessey,
Haurin 9 Derderian 1

Repetti 81as., Valko
6 He' Bsey 10

53

Judy

Perry
3r/41y

Parker

30

39.4

Michele
REPRO •••••• 21

Hennessey,

4-12/45y

50

52

53
18

Hennessey
12

Perry
22c/90y

10.4

84-213

Ginny
MIGLIORE • •• 21

Parker,
Hodge 6

II. MARYLAND

188

Hurry

Perry
4r/33y

Parker
3-6/5Oy

49

13-35

~GMm~~~~~~~~Ru~8~h____~Pa~8~s____~R~e~c~.__~P~o~ln~t~8__~~~c~k1~e~s____~S~a~ck~s

Parker
11c/38y

13

Barb

KAJU(OSKA ••• 19

GAME BY GAME--LEADERS
F & M

PTS./AVG.

Kria

SttveClueclt(rb)
ChuckOdgeu(u)
Hark Lovallo (rb)
Joe Zizrpo1o(rb)
Pete Pazl0 (rb)
CeneSey.our{rb)
Chrh Built (tt)

25

TO

Laura

Helissa

)1

A ST

Nancy

Yds. Lost

13 1/2
6 1/2

REB./AVG.

46

23

Lon.

Ava.

56

8-13 overall, 7-5 in HAC Southeast (3d place among seven teams)

CARR ....... 20

" !~:; ~~.::~;:: ::~ ~~!:~ ~~~~~: ~~~
LoOI

6

No.

SACKS

Prank Hennessey (mg)
Chris Brown Ob)
John Lang (mg)
Chuck Odgers (ss)

!:!:"

13
16

7

58

o
o
o
o
o

o

Dave Bodolus edt)

tt.'tl.

5
12
6

59
59

139

1)7
67

1))

I.'"

~!~! ::-~!I (!:~)

J2
21

30
16
15
20
13

"o

1

~ili1¥i:llf!'

Tote!
67

23

TO

.,,
o

Jolulll. . rh ( h )

Totd

RU8h Yd ••

Name

19
17
16
14
10

135
202

Season record:

Alii.

29

6

<q>

Cluek Odgers (III)

Urslnu8

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FO'o tball

The SWim team opened the
season with twin losses to MAC
power Dickinson, the men going
down narrowly, 102-89, the women
in a 119-58 blowout.
The Ursinus men got double
wins from senior Rock Heebner
(500- and 1,000-yard freestyle),
junior Pete Smith (200 free and
200 backstroke) and senior John
McGurk (200 breaststroke and
•

........··········sp·O·ITS· ·WAfc·O··············
URSINUS SPORTS SCHEDULE (Nov. 17-26)
Fri. 21

Men's Basketball vs. Scranton at Dickinson Tipoff Tournament, 7 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Montclair State (Home), 6 p.m.

Sat. 22

Men's Basketball in Final or Consolation of Dickinson Tourn., TBA.

Tue. 25

Men's Basketball at Albright, 8:30 p.m. (JV 6:30).
Women's Basketball at Swarthmore, 7 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

400 medley relay leg).
The men, who finished fourth in,
the conference last year, one place
behind Dickinson, fel1 victim to a
new scoring system that rewards
depth at the expense of talent. The
system awards points for the top
five finishers in an event rather
than just the top three.
Under the old system, the men
would have finished a single point
behind Dickinson. As it was, the
swimmers wound up just two points
down. With no divers, Ursinus lost
the men's diving events, 11 points
to zero.
Lung before any other winter
sports team was even thinking
about workouts, a smal1 group of
Mer chicks began' diligently practicing for their upcoming season.
Despite losing three strong graduates, the Ursinus ~omen looked to

improve their 6-4 record from last
year. With the help of returning
verterans Heidi Camp (captain),
Tiffany Brown, Jen Hoeberg, Lynn
Lawson, and Cindy Hoyt the team
looks stronger then ever. Also, the
newly acquired freshmen Megan
Hamilton, Kel1y Stephens, Christy
Gel1er and Debbie Rempe prove
to be powerful additions. Divers
Helen LeClair and Leslie
Chickanosky are also scoring assets
to the team.
On Saturday, November 8, the
Swimmin' Women opened their
duel meet season against Dickinson
Col1ege. Despite the low number
of Mer chicks, U.c. succeeded in
showing remarkable promise for
future meets. Freshmen, especially,
put out 110% and were not intimidated by the Devil's large and
See Swimmers PI0
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Weaver from P3
and church music magazines, and
his published compositions for
organ, chorus/organ and fluteorgan are widely performed.
The program wil1 include A
Trumpet Minuet by Hol1ins and
Adagio and Allegro in F (K.594)
by Mozart. Works of Durugle,
Widor, and Reger will also be
included. WHYY-91 FM will tape
the performance for broadcast at a
later date. Limited general admission tickets are available through
the College Communications office.
489-4111, x. 2238.
The 62-rank, three manual organ,
built by Austin Organs Incorporated of Hartford, Conn., is the gift
of Mrs. Lydia V. Heefner of
Perkasie, PA.1t was contributed in
memory of her husband, Russel1
E. Heefner, on Founders' Day two
weeks ago.
Mrs. Heefner's gift to the College
has its orgins in her love of music,
and her affection for the institution
from which her son, Wil1iam F.
Heefner, was graduated in 1942.
Mr. Heefner is vice president of the
Ursinus College Board of Directors,
treasurer of the College, chairman
ofthe board's Developement Committee, and head of the Campaign
for Ursinus Col1ege.
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ZACK'S PLACE
SPECIALS
Week of Nov. 14 - Nov. 20
FRI. - Tuna Hoagie
with Chips
MON. - Gyro with Chips .
TUES. - Tossed Salad
with Tuna & FruitFest

Skins with
omato & Chips

Dean, AD discuss drugs
BY VINCE LESKUSKY
Asst. Sports Editor
Last week's article revealed the
generalized student body opinion
and the legal expert's views on the
issue of randon drug testing at
NCAA Championship events. This
week's issue examines the stances
of Ursinus' administrators.
Opinions of the drug situation
on campus are inified. Dean of
Student Life, Houghton Kane,
qualifies his use of "problem". "It
is not a problem in the sense of out
and out narcotic activity, but a
significant number turn to drugs to
cope with situations that shouldn't
be handled with a drug. I definitely
include alcohol as a drug abused

" for the athletes. "I'm not sure of
the legislative violation of rights,
but I think it protects the athletes
in a positive way."
"It is just a further condition on
the physical. I'm concerned with
the welfare of the athlete. I, as a
coach, don't want to work with a
time-bomb. The risk for harm in a
meet or a practice is just too great
asserts Whatley.
Kane questions what discrimination real1y is. "Any time anyone
gets hurt in life someone is always
ther to cry 'foul'. It goes back to the
issue of a realistic and rational
probable cause. I do think it's an
invasion of the realm of personal
choice of those involved."

here on campus."
,.New Coach Key
Kane campares Ursinus to a
microcosm of American society.
to Gymnastics'
"Society definitely has a problem,"
. many
Per&ect
10
he sal·d. "0 ur campus, 10
I'
ways, reflects our society." He
By NIKKI HARNER
labels the usage as "subversive" in
F,
Th G· I
h ..
11
I
fi
.
or e TlZZ! .
t at It IS we -concea ed but de 10ThIS year, under the dlTechon of
itely present.
new head coach Ray McMahon,
Dean Richard Whatley, Asso- the Ursinus women's gymnastics
ciate Dean of Student Life and team has high hopes and expectaMen's Track Coach, believes it is tions
O·ne of the goals is to break the
not a problem, but students certainly
get involved with drugs. He asserts, school record for team score, al1"if you have IOOkid~somewi11get around, and in each individual
away with it. They do in high event. Another is to have the best
school, so it is that much easier in gymnastics record in the history of
col1ege. No, anywhere knows the the.school and possibly qualify for
extent of usage or the type (used)." regIOn aIs.
Whatley is in full support of the
The team is counting on strong
drug testing measures. "Sure, if al1-around performances from sophyou're clean you've got nothing to omores M·IC heIe A
d an
M ary
mstutz
worry about. Although I can see Sabol, and freshman Robin Barry.
where the number of drugs tested klneaddition to the al1-around scores,
fot could confuse and frighten the
y performances are expected to
athlete", he said.
Director of Athletics, Dr. Robert
Davidson, said,"(1 do) not actually
support it. Only for those athletes
facing a serious problem. I would
support it for protecting the athlete,
the sport, and the college. It should
not be punitive."
Kane is more guarded, "I'm
opposed, I think, to any society
which infringes on the personal
choices of the members in that
society without-probable cause."
"I'm not speaking in legal terms.
Every organization has a right to
establish its own probable, justifiable
cause. I seriously wonder if participation in a game is probable
cause."
On the question of the new
measures being discriminatory,

JUST WHAT DRUGS ARE
ILLEGAL IN ATHLETICS?
Exactly which drugs are outlawed to athletes in light of
"the JTlost demanding drug-testing program in amateur
athletics"? The following is a list of substances banned for
competition.
1. Psychomotor stimulants - used to delay fatigue, hide
pain, and increase aggressiveness and self confidence. Eg.
-cocaine, speed.
2. Sympathomimeticamines _ found in decongestants and
antiasthma medications. They increase heart rate, relax
bronchioles, improve breathing efficiency and endurance.
Eg. _ ephedrine, sudafed.
.
1
3. CNS stimulants - all central-nervous system stlmu ants
are prohibited. Eg. - "large doses" of caffeine.
4. Anabolic steroids - used to promote p~otein synthesis,
provoke a host of disorders and diseases.
5. Diuretics _ used in weight loss and to flush out other
drugs.

. and lower tension in
6. Alcohol- depressant used to relax
sports such as rifle, archery, diving.

7. Street drugs - all drugs deemed illegal by the FD A are
banned by the NCAA.
"~Itc::::=lI1~~te::::::Mac:::::::::=eac:::::::::=e1C
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PAT DINKEL
~

Typing

Word Processing

WORD FINESSE
~

.

~

13 years experience

~ Academic papers, resumes, business reports, mailing lists; ~
financial, statistical and general typing.

361-9042
Cte::::=ltc::::)lac:::::::::=ete::::::M1

..

FAMILY AND FRIENDSI
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be turned in from juniors Debbie ~ .....(~'lB\
~E~"",i.\\H'l.I;{lA""NJft.AKntF'~)UJ,.I'/L"·h'~\Fl'-'O~R·"'\·'·~
Benner on beam and floor and ~...
Nikki Harner and Cindy ~
Swindlehurstonbeam;sophomores ~
Dawn Dennison, floor and beam; •
Heide Speth, vault and bars; Kathy ("
Show your loved ones
Rocklin, vault and floor; Tricia
how grateful
Curry bars vault and floor· and
you are to
have Hallmark
them
freshman Michele Benfer on beam
Send
and floor.
cards for
The team opens its season with_~'I'
Thanksgiving,
meets at home against West Chester ~
Thursday,
on Dec. 4 and Trenton State on
November
Dec. 6.
it
~

"

~

--*1.~
s::
~

~

~
...

~

?~
•
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r
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Women's Studies '"

~

Dr. Lionarons will reveal in her ~
lecture how the English language, ~
through its structure and vocabu- l
lary, embodies the traditional relationship between men and women ~

~
~

~
~

a

~===========~D::a.::vi:d:so:n:.:be:::l:ie:.:v:es~i::.t.:d:is:cr:.:im=in:a:te:s~ that our society holds. Recent re- ~
•

4 Exciting Events to end November
Tuesday 18
Monday 24
Tuesday 2S
Sat./Sun. 29-30

Steve Winwood/Level 42 at the Spectrum
Berlin/The Rainmakers at the Trocadero
Chaka Khan at the Trocadero
Peter Gabriel at the Spectrum

~-------------------------

search shows new results concerning ~
how women are treated linguis- ~
tically and also the different speech
Collegeville Card & Gift
......
behavior patterns of men and ~
Collegeville Shopping Center
~
~
women. Come listen and find out ~
489 - 7778
'\
if the feminist movement has lIi
~ 1986 Hillmirk CarOS. Inc
changed the way women speak. ~ 'l./1I\~\\\~~ »-\"~.l .."".... ~.,,\,~\ "'-\(~'\:-.'l\ ~ ~" ~~

t
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PASS FROM PAGE 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Johns Hopkins, 325 against Villanova, and 282 against Muhlenberg.
For these startling aerial displays,
he has won Offense Player of the
Week awards from both the Centennial Conference and the ECAC.
This glory comes after Repetti
was benched when he struggled in
the Bear opener vs. Franklin &
Marshall. "He's done a great job,"
said Brown. "He had the opportunity, dug himself into a hole, was
benched, and crawled back out
and got up to where I thought he
should be."
Brown's eyes glimmer when he
thinks about the future. Consider
this. Repetti is only a sophomore
and the injuredfreshman quarterback, Kevin Parker, a Cardinal
O'Hara product who pitched in
masterfully in the F&M opener, is
waiting in rehabilitation. Parker
shattered his elbow in game two,
ending his season, but Brown can't
help but smile at next year's possibilities. "Parker is a great quarterback," Brown said. "He's got all
the tools and something that's hard
to teach-a savy for the game."
But a conference leading passing
game can't be spearheaded by a
quarterback alone. Repetti has

passed three of his four receivers
into the conference's top ten Russ Perry, Kevin Ross and Joe
Czechowicz. Again, the youth and
the potential become blatant.
"I think we have the best
medium-short range pass package
that I've ever been around," Brown
suggested in this his 26th year of
coaching. "We can throw the ball
very competitively without pushing
it up the field with long passes.
"This year we have taken another
step, and said, 'Let's try it, let's
throw the ball downfield a little
further,''' said Brown. "Repetti
and Parker can both do it."
And so can Ross, Czechowicz,
Dave Clarke, John Hodge, Frank
Bilotta and Gene Metzger-a cast
of receivers unparalelled in recent
Bear history. "Without these guys,
1'wouldn't have half the yardage,"
said Repetti. "They make the most
unbelievable catches.
"Everyday I play with them,"
said Repetti, "I can tell where
they're going to be and 1 know
they're gonna catch the ball. We
will have a great passing offense in
. the future."
Sophomore Czechowicz, a West
Catholic graduate, leads the pack

with 23 receptions for 363 yards
and a touchdown vs. Division 1AA Villanova. He grabbed three
Saturday for 61 yards in a 28-7
loss to Washington and Lee in the
Bears first ever trip to Lexington.
VA.
Brown said, "When Joe gets
some flexibility about him and gets
more physical, I think he'll be a
complete receiver." He added, "He
has a drive inside and he'll do
things he needs to become a better
player"
On the other side is Ross, another
sophomore, who has touchdown
catches of 78 and 79 yards. "He
could be the finest receiver we
have at this school," said Brown.
Repetti and the Bears have gone to
Ross in the clutch 16 times for 374
yards.
"Kevin is a wrestler too, so he
knows all about sticking his nose
in there and being at the bottom
and fighting like hell to get back on
top," said Brown.
Hodge, a freshman wide out
and Kevin Parker's favorite target
at O'Hara, has added seven catches
for 104 yards and most importantly
planted a seed in the Grizzlies'
offense which will germinate with

maturity to the tune of Parker to
Metzger, another player who
Hodge in the next three years.
was caught in the middle at the
Although August camp did not beginning of the season, was forced
produce a true-blue tight end, Brown from wide out to tight end, but he's
moved some people into the slot also chipped in with a few catches
and has used them successfully.
in limited play.
Clarke. a sophomore, pulled in
With this package of seeming
four of his 9 receptions on the year immortals-at least for another
Saturday in Virginia and now has two years-Brown is planning on
112 yards worth on the year. "I'm investigating run and shoot plays
blocking more than most of our and sight adjustment patterns in
receivers." he said, "but if I'm hopes of opening the offense up to
called on as a receiver, I'll do "take advantage of some of the
whatever needs to be done."
things others are getting away with
Brown said about his converted in the league."
running back, "He's a scrapper. He - - - - - - - - - - - - looks for crawlers and when he
gets them he knows he's worked
like hell, and this improves his
confidence." Backup TE and
freshman Bilotta has made his
opportunities worth coach Brown's
time-two of his four grabs have powerful lineup, Coach Sieracki
been for pay dirt on the 298 stated, "The girls showed amazing
backside double end call.
talent but were unable to conquer
Brown grunted, "One week he Dickinson because of their superior
has a nice catch, the next week he muscle power."
drops one, but that's growing up.
For a special feature we have
Raw talent, I think he's got it."
Mer Man of the Week. The lucky
"We're still young and we'll winner is John "Skeeter" McGurk
need a couple of years to get a feel who, after stalling the vehicle,
for the offense," said Bilotta. "Then made the ever popular left on red.
it will be a natural coordination." Congratulations Skeeter.
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ARE YOU...

.

.

:

Interested .In exploring the fascinating world of banking?

•

Interested In living In the Historic Philadelphia area?

::.

Interested
In starting
your
In banking with the
oldest
commercial
bank
In career
the country?

~

....

.~

I

~

~

.,.

~

•

:

THEN: UNLOCK YOUR FUTURE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be among the select few from your school to be invited
to First Pennsylvania Bank's 3rd annual "Native
Talent Search" to be held Friday, January 2,1987 at our
Independence Square Branch. Send your resume and
cover letter stating your Interest to First Pennsylvania
Bank, Human Resources Dept., Native Talent Search
Coordinator, 16th and Market Sts., Phila., PA 19101.

••
_

• .IJ,Rrst1
:.
Penns"lvaIIIa Bank
:
•
•

fA}e~

Founded, 1782
Equal opportunity employer M/F

N.A.

.:
•

~,~(~t.i':

Interested in being trained by an organization whose
commitment to its employees' development is second
to none?

•

:

Deadline for receipt of resumes Is December 12, 1986
No phone calls pleasel
"Native Talent Search" Is exclusively for Delaware
Valley residents.

:

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
:
•

:
:
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
Compact Refrigerator -floor
model- ready for dorm room.
Call 287·9669. Ask for Denise.

SENIORS
Please let the Registrar's Office
know how you want your name on
your diploma!

HOUSEPARENT
Immediate Part Time opening in
Phoenixville. Must have car. Work
with 3 mentally retarded men in
home. Call 565-6517 or 935·0904.
EOE.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

NURSES AIDE
Immediate part time opening in
Kimberton. Must have car. Work
with 3 mentally retarded men in
home. Call 565-6517 or 935·0904.
EOE.
TYPING- WORD PROCt<iSING
Reports-Resumes-Statistlcs
Transcription Service
Call Arlene at 489-352g.
HELP WANTEC
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID
for remailing letters from home!
Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope for information/applicat·
ion. Associates, Box 95-B, Rose~e,

NJ 07203

Term papers, resumes, letters, etc.
Spelling, grammar, included. Call
Laurie at 539-5548.
PREPROFESSIONAL
MENTAL HEAL TH COUNSELOt{
TRAINEESHIPS
Graduating college seniors and
new graduates are invited to apply
for the "live·in" Preprofessional
Resident Advisor counselor Train ·
eeships offered at the Devereux
Foundation in Suburban Phila delphia, a group of multidisciplinary
residential and day treatment and
rehabilitation centers.
Several twelve · month Mental
Health Resident Advisor/ Counselor
Traineeships are available at
CAREER HOUSE, a transitional
coed, residential treatment/thera ·
peutic education facility for post high school youth with lparning
and adjustment problems, which
collaborates with local colleges,

ember 22,1986 begmningat Plaisted
career training schools, and work T raining and Research , 19 $.
Hall on Kelly Drive at 9 am, checkplacements; also, at the CENTER Waterloo Road, Box 400, Devon ,
FOR HEAD TRAUMA, which pro· PA 19333-0400. Tel: 215/ 964 ·3000. 'in time. Lace up and run for fun, or
come and tune up for the Phila.
vides an opportunity for an inte·
Marathon . Be one of the first 100
grated learning experience with
KIOWA
-CHOCTAW
ARTIST
entries
and receive a free :r-Shirt.
traumatically head -injured adolesPRESENTS
AMERICAN
DANCE
Contact
Carol Kashow 895-2982 .
cents and young adults with conAT UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
current learning and emotional
The Thanksgiving holiday comes
adjustment problems . Trainees
VALLEY FORGE
alive when noted Kiowa-Choctaw
"live-in" and receive training and
FREEBOM FOUNDATION
artist Dixon Palmer visits the Uni supervised experience in supportive
NEEDS PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
versity Museum of Archaeologycounseling and milieu therapy, crisis
/ Anthropology for a Native Amer·
The Freedoms Foundation at
intervention, residential treatment,
cognitive remediation, social re o icon Dance Performance and Valley Forge (P. O . Box 706, Valley
Featherwork
Demonstration
in
the
Forge, PA 19481-0706) is looking
habilitation and recreation therapy,
Rainey Auditorium on Saturday, for Program Assistants to help
and report writing.
November
22
at
2
pm.
Palmer
and
with their up-coming youth con·
A stipend of $600 per month,
three fellow Native American per- ferences. Most conferences are 4
housing and meals are offered to
formers
from
Oklahoma
will
present
days in duration, beginning on a
qualified applicants who are U.S .
citizens and are least 21 years of ceremonial dances of the Southern Thursday evening and ending Sun·
Plain:;
Indians,
followed
by
a
da9 at noon. This fall they have
age. Group hospit91ization and
Major Medical Insurance coverage demonstration of the traditional scheduled 5 programs. The salary
art
of
featherworking.
for
a Youth Program Assistant
is also provided. Trainees must
The dance performance is $2.50 would be $100 a session, and the
have the use of a fully insured
personal automobile, and should for adults and $1 for children under person must stay on their campus
12. For more information, call The from Thursday evening until Sunday
be able to do their own typing.
University Museum at 898·3024.
noon. Private room and meals are
They should have a broad academic
provided. For more information,
base of training and some degree
SECOND ANNUAL
contact the CPP Office in Studio
of practical experience in outlined
PHILL Y FIVE MILER
duties.
Cottage or call Susan Wallace,
The second annual "Philly Five Director of Youth Programs at
For information and applications
Miler" will be held Saturday, Nov· 933·8825.
write: Director, InsTitute of Clinical

Bridge Shop
Take out Beer
International Brands
Six Packs to Go

AND RESTAURANT
"The Oldest. New Hotel in the USA··
In continuous operation for food & lodging since 1701

BeautihdPa~onRoo~

Serving Dinner Every
Evening Til 11:00 PM
Friday and Saturday til 12
Fantastic Sunday Brunch!
For Only $6.50!

PlUS-Gifts, Baked
Goods, and Frozen
Dinners from our
Special Menu

Tavern
Serving Appetizers
Til 1:00AM
Great Atmosphere
Live Music on Thursday
Friday & Saturday Nites

Breakfast at the Bridge
Starting at 7:30 Mon.-Frt
Saturday Breakfast Buffet
8 -11 AM
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ACROSS

•

1 Fall Into disuse
6 Lubrlceted
11 Argue
12 Newly married
women
14 Symbol lor
sliver
15 Civil Injury
17 Troplcallrult
18 Tear
20 Metal strands
23 Provide crew
24 Sound a horn
26 Dined
28 Exists
29 Trap
31 Drinkable
33 Frigid
35 Metallastener

36
39
42
43
45
46
48
50

Student
Avoid
Teutonic deity
Danger
Paredlse
Remuneration
At no time
Guldo's high
note
51 Roman date
53 Redact
55 Guldo's low
note
56 Apportions
59 Automobile
workshop
61 Joint
620mltlrom
pronunciation

DOWN

mmmmmmmffiffi
1 Vast throng
2 Hebrew month
3 Ught touch
4 Pack away
5 Uncanny

6 River In Siberia
7 Negative prell x
8 Cover
9 Kind 01 cheese
10 Minor Item
11 Arrows
13 Judgment
16 Snare
19 Trespass on

..,....j~~~ ~; ~~i~~j:cket

-+-+--1

25
27
30
32
34
36
37
38
40
41

Body 01 soldiers
Unsophisticated
Girl's name
Part 01 knile
Challenge
Cuttlellsh
Baby's bed
Split
Downpour
Related on
i-J.r.!~~~
mother' s side
44 Shell
~--+-~ 47 Shout
49 Unit 01 Iranian
currency
52 Cry
54 Prellx: three
57 As laras
58 Compass point
60 Paid notice

mmmmmmmm
McDonald's

222 W. Main St .
*********..********
Collegeville ~ Free Fr-ies $
*"

.

*"

Hours 6 a.m. to ~ With Purchase 1$
~

.*"

: Of Sandwich ;~
11 p.m.
*"
.*"
Friday and Sat
!And Soft Drink:
*"
6 a.m. to 12 p.m. ..*"
: u. C. coupon *"~

*"*****************"

.: ............................................. ,

CAB & IFC Proudly Present A

CONCERT

At the Movies
9:00 PM

SPIES LIKE US
WISMER AUDITORIUM

CHEVY
DAN
CHASE AYKROYD

featuring

The Fabulous Greaseband
-Sat., Nov. 22nd
9:00 pm

Helfferich Gym

RETURN OF THE JEDI

Tickets: $4.00 Ursinus Students & Staff

SUN - THURS - 9:00 PM
FRI & SAT - 7:00 PM &
MIDNIGHT

$5.00 Guests & At-the-Door

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 :1:::::::::::: ::

RETURN OF 1HE

COLLEGE UNION

JEDI

LOUNGE

